TRIPURA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

PROGRAMME OF THE SCREENING TEST FOR RECRUITMENT TO THE POST OF ASSISTANT STATISTICAL OFFICER (GROUP-B NON GAZETTED) UNDER THE HEALTH AND FAMILY WELFARE DEPARTMENT (DHS), GOVERNMENT OF TRIPURA VIDE ADVT NO. 03/2017 (ITEM No-04) (OMR SYSTEM)

Date          Time               Name of Examination Centre        Roll No.
10th December, 2017    11 AM To 1 PM          Shishubihar H.S School          00001 to 00500
                                            TPSC Examination Hall          00501 & above

Name of the Paper & Pattern of Question
1. Name of the Paper :- General Ability Test
2. Pattern of Question :- 100% MCQ type question.

Name of Subject                        Distribution of Marks
1. GK & CA, General Science ......................... .......... Marks =45
2. Aptitude Test......................................................... Marks =15
3. General English....................................................... Marks =20
4. Questions on Elementary Statistics ......................... Marks =20

TOTAL MARKS = 100

Note:-
  a) There will be four alternatives for the answer to every question. For each question for which a wrong answer has been given by the candidate, one-third of the marks assigned to that question will be deducted as penalty.
  b) If a candidate gives more than one answer, it will be treated as a Wrong Answer even if one of the given answers happens to be correct and there will be same penalty as above to that question.
  c) If a question is left blank, i.e no answer is given by the candidate, there will be no penalty for that question.

   ii) The answers are to be encoded in the OMR Answer Sheet by Black Ball Point Pen only.

Provisional Answer Key of the paper “General Ability Test” will be uploaded on the website of TPSC on completion of the Screening Test.

Mobile Phone/Electronic Gadgets etc. are banned in the Campus of the Examination Hall. Any Phone/Electronic Gadget found in possession of any candidate in the Examination Hall shall be confiscated forthwith and he/she may be debarred from appearing at Examination(s) to be conducted by the Commission in future.
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